Case Study

Kick-starting Enterprise-wide
Automation Program for Leading
Solar Power Company
LTI improved productivity, optimized processes and expedited
resolution via RPA tools.

Client
The client is an American manufacturer of solar panels, and a provider of utility-scale
photo-voltaic power plants and supporting services that include finance, construction,
maintenance and end-of-life panel recycling.

Challenges
The client was looking to implement RPA across multiple lines of business. The client
was facing challenges in delays caused by manual revalidation of financial documents,
resulting in delays, as well as mismatch in values in some cases. The client was also
struggling in developing reports from data coming from multiple sources, as well as in
identifying exceptions for the same.

LTI Solution
LTI brought in a design thinking approach. We conducted joint sessions with the client
to understand existing technological landscape, and identify the right processes and
automation tools for implementation.
We extensively utilized our expertise covering the complete product life cycle from
Development, Testing, Implementation & Enhancement.
The product has encountered few technical challenges in RPA implementation at the
start of the project and LTI's expertise in solutioning has helped our client to overcome
those challenges and made a viable RPA implementation.

Business Benefits
FTE optimization
50% reduction in processing time
99% accuracy achieved

Technology
UiPath tool for process automation in SAP, ServiceNow and NRG application
enterprise-wide
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